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Oscar Robles()
 
Oscar Robles is a 45 yr. old from Arizona.
 
He is a Single Father who enjoys reading and of course writing. He also enjoys
sports, both playing and watching, the outdoors, music, cooking and spending
time with his children.
'I believe anything that comes to a good mind should be written down and
shared. Some may not like it and some may not be able to translate it but that is
what Poetry and Music is about right? I hope you enjoy my writings and please
comment if you'd like. And, always remember, Poetry does not always have to
Rhyme, it is expressing one's imagination or experiences through rythmn, sound
and meaning on paper.'
 
Mr. Robles wishes someday that his writings will find people all over the world
and make an impact to whomever they find.
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A Mountain
 
I’m going to build a mountain
With every part of me
The base will be strong and sturdy
That of my ankles to my knees
I’ll line the mountain with beautiful trees
On each side like that of my arms
Centering stone and granite in the center
Where catastrophe may do no harm
Protecting the core and center
So that it can lie to great rest
Protecting the heart of beauty
Like that of my wide strong chest
The top will tower into the sun
Glowing marble like that of my eyes
Emitting grace and solidity
Protecting the moonlit skies
Incapable of defeat and conquer
Like that of my unattended mind
Looking up at the base of this one mountain
Search and another you will find
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A Smidgen
 
A smidgen of Love was dancing by
And said, Hello do I know you?
Another smidgen replied, My name is Pain
How do you do?
I’m doing fine, the smidgen said
As long as you keep your distance
The smidgen said, I remember you
I crossed your path one instance
The smidgen of love danced on by
And again said, Hello do I know you?
Another smidgen replied, My name is Hate
How do you do?
I’m doing fine the smidgen said
As long as you stay away
The smidgen said, I remember you
I gave you thoughts you can’t abate
The smidgen of love danced on by
And again said, Hello do I know you?
Another smidgen replied, My name is Forgiveness
How do you do?
I’m doing fine the smidgen said
You are Beautiful, would you like a dance
The smidgen said, What a pleasure to meet
I never knew I’d get the chance
And the smidgens danced away
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A Soft Place To Fall
 
Tears of Joy and Tears of Pain
When decided to come
They fall like Rain
No matter when or what time
I'll always be there
Whether laughing so hard
Or you need to just ball
I'll have your Hand
And a Soft Place to Fall
Time is of Essence
Although short as it may
We grow as we learn
And learn as we grow
Is time forever
Only He shall know
Day by day we'll live and smile
Knowing each other upon every mile
A heartfelt message or an evening call
I'm always here
For a Soft Place to Fall.
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Afraid To
 
Woman how your love was once a treasure
So divine and true one could not measure
The biggest Heart so ever giving
Full of Passion resolute to living
A giver by nature without seeking gratification
Accepting returned love without hesitation
Nurturing wounds of any kind
Soft words spoken to ease the mind
Romantic and fragile yet sexy and wild
Vocal with brawn yet soft as a child
A woman’s body so curvy and just
Requisite to a man with mind blowing lust
You're a Beautiful Woman
Both outside and in
Affright deep inside again to begin
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Again?
 
Why did it end again?
How could we let this happen?
When we knew the pain to be?
The love that we had destroyed,
By hurtful memories.
We belonged together
Fate matched long ago
Times shared and tears cried
For reasons we’ll only know.
Did our love really die?
Did we throw it out the door?
Do we sit in tears just thinking,
Should we have given each other once more?
Love doesn’t just die,
We just try to mask it with other things,
We lie to ourselves by actions,
Like not wearing our wedding rings.
Is this a bad dream?
Do we both want to awake?
Love has more power than anything,
Pull it together, for our sake.
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An Ill Fated Destiny
 
They say in life you have a destiny
Up to now we thought you and me
But all the ill fated memories
Carved the path to the road we're on
You weigh the good and the bad
Trying to at least even both sides
But one always outweighs the other
And ours, well, was down the latter
You can't say we didn't try
Through all the struggles wondering why
We both did things we both regret
Not admitting the wrong haunting us yet
I guess we were never meant to be
Each other we weren't our destiny
So here we go our separate ways
In our minds the odd and even days
That day of fate while getting gas
Two hearts fluttered only to pass
All it took was one separation
For two hearts bound of desecration
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At Ease
 
When the world stops spinning ‘round
My mind will feel at ease,
My Heart will finally overcome
It’s non-ability to please.
Minds revolve around money
And all of those material things,
Travel, expensive purses and clothes
Cars and fancy diamond rings.
Love no longer has precedence
Nor is it first on life’s great list,
Without the latter a person is scorned
Love just dissipates as mist.
Two broken scarred able hearts
Pain taken to their knees,
One heart got a little greedy
One too many infidelities.
So how can a mind feel at ease?
Or a Heart overcome
Somebody tell me please.
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Blind Senses
 
Looking out the window
Seeing nothing but darkness
No bright stars
Just empty space
Looking out the window
Seeing nothing but sadness
Not even a teary eye
Just an empty face
Listening to the warm breeze
Hearing nothing but leaves flow
No cheery laughter
Yes just the leaves flow
Listening to the warm breeze
I used to hear your voice
But I hear nothing now
And that was all your choice
Feeling the hot sun upon my skin
Hot right to the touch
Nothing on to soothe it
Damn it burns so much
Feeling the hot sun upon my skin
Reaching my heart inside
Your presence would surely soothe it
But you’re gone and didn’t even try
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Can'T
 
I wish I could make you remember
Everything you used to feel
But…
I can’t
I wish I could turn everything back
And love you the way I could
But…
I can’t
I wish you would say you still loved me
As much as you used to
But…
You can’t
I wish I could be him, the one lying in your arms
While I sit here crying again
But…
I can’t
I wish I could erase your memories
And stop the rivers falling from my eyes
But…
I can’t
I wish I could hear you call me “babe”
And kiss me like you used to
But…
I can’t
I wish the pain would stop completely
So I would never have to cry
But…
It can’t
I wish you meant the things you said
Every time you said you loved me
But…
You didn’t
I wish the blood would stop pouring
From this open wound I have
But…
It can’t
I wish I could make life end
So I don’t have to think of you with him
But…
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I can’t
I wish I could blame you
For everything that I did wrong
But…
I can’t
Loving you is like breathing
And I want to stop
But…
I can’t
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Chance?
 
What is life without chances?
Like a beautiful song without dances?
Take a chance? Shall I cross that road?
Or not, the ill fate of that Toad
Take that leap, or take that plunge
Take the fall before you lunge
Dare the pain of the past
How long would it last?
The piercing of the needle
From a deadly syringe
Just like that chance
For one last binge
Is it pain that will come?
My life will succumb
Oh the worth of it all
That chance of it all
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Devils' Ride
 
Pavement moving like lightning in a storm
Emotions running through just the same
Not a care in the world mind blown all to Hell
At every thought of your name
I don’t care anymore, I just don’t care
Alcohol flowing through my veins
Like the fuel that pushes my ride
Exhaust pipes pounding its mechanical roar
Pain and emotions I’m trying to hide
I don’t care anymore, I just don’t care
The thought of my kids fly by like the wind
Indifferent to any pain I might cause
Feed me more of this numbing high
We’ll meet later on the Devil’s death bus
I don’t care anymore, I don’t care
The smell of carbon burning through the night
Like the breathe that leaves from inside
Yearning for more of the Devils’ fuel
Unbeknownst this is your last ride
I don’t care anymore, I don’t care
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Don'T Be
 
When you're lying there in bed,
With thoughts of us going through your head…
Don't say Sorry
When you see me walking down the hall,
And your Heart just wants to ball…
Don't say Sorry
When you second guess your decision,
Slicing through you with precision…
Don't say Sorry
When you're in the arms of another,
But is me you long for other…
Don't say Sorry
When that tear hit's the edge of your cheek,
And it's my loving comfort that you seek…
Don't say Sorry
When you realize my Love was Sincere,
Wishing I was still here…
Don't say Sorry
Even with no Regret,
Your Heart will hurt just yet…
Don't say Sorry
Even minds that have been clouded,
Doubt inside you shrouded…
Don't say Sorry
The Loss of something Great,
Word's said you cannot abate…
Be Sorry
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Dream
 
Did you dream as you slept
Was your mind filled with me
Did sweet angels shower down
Sweet visions of you and me?
Did you awaken and ask
Or pinch your arm just to know
As I danced upon your
thoughts
Come morn as they go
Did you feel a kiss upon you
From miles and miles away
Giggling angel transporting
My touch upon   
From so far away
Awaken sweet woman
With night in to view
Throughout lonely evening
I was still there with you.
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Fact
 
I’m going to miss you when you’re gone
In fact, I already do
You were gone before thinking you were gone
In fact, I already knew
My Heart will be broken when you leave
In fact, it already was
It broke before thinking you had left
In fact, you know just because
We will never be together again
In fact, we weren’t from the third start
We shouldn’t have ever parted the first time
In fact, that’s what broke my Heart
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Figure This Out
 
Sometimes I sit alone and ponder out loud
Sometimes I even think about you
Sometimes I reach for my phone
But then remember I Love You
Sometimes I look at old pictures of us
Sometimes I look at them twice
Sometimes I think of what not to do
But then remember I Love You
Sometimes I get the urge to beg
Sometimes I want to send a text
Sometimes I want to ask you again
But then remember I Love You
Sometimes I think if you’ve found another
Sometimes I want to ask around
Sometimes I say you have to let her go
And that’s why I remember I Love You
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Fortune
 
How bittersweet the sound of your stare
And the visage that emits from your pretty blonde hair
How sweet the touch of your gracious promenade
The ambience of your skin like lemonade
The scent of your eyes so tender
Emblematic you honor your gender
How potent the sound of your voice
Fortuitous I am your choice
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Gardenia
 
It dissipates through the air
Gently teasing your nose
A fragrance so lovely
Grabbing as it goes
Its beauty so dazzling
That you can’t even see
But a mural so enormous
Is what it brings to me
The scent of a Gardenia
Filled with memories
Applied very lightly
To one’s porcelain skin
Ambience of invisible beauty
A love trail begins
The scent of Gardenia
Filled with memories
An aroma so blinding
That of romantic power
Only but a shrub
Not even a flower
The scent of Gardenia
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Gone
 
My mind embracing the softness of your skin
That first night didn't know where to begin
Your body meticulous with every curve
Like that of a Chess piece
God's hand not a swerve
Beautiful long brown hair dampened and so long
A touch long forgotten where two went so wrong
Blame to us impeding
Our feelings parted and needing
One left so quickly not one word of departure
Only excuses of how you hurt
Once said feelings of madness in Love
Thrown away and forgotten
Like a ball to a glove
No goodbye, good luck, take your course
No sadness shown no sign of remorse
Time well spent so that one thought
How feelings can die that one forgot
So there again one heart down and broken
How many times will these words be Spoken?
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Hello
 
Hello Sweet Woman you etched my Heart,
With a vision of you that has fallen apart
A Love so desired so greatly by us,
But the feelings of one that came to untrust
The scent of your hair lingering in my mind,
Teasing my soul but only to find
An emptiness so deep but a calming so strong,
Two loving Hearts blindly went wrong
My Heart yearns for you,
Yet it wishes you the best
For I had the chance
Yet failed Gods test.
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I Do
 
Remember that time when we first met
I do, I’ll never forget
Remember that time one day at the park
I do, we talked until dark
Remember that time I saw you in your truck
I do, got your number, just my luck
Remember when you first came to my house
I do, we stared in silence quiet as a mouse
Remember the first time we kissed
I do, a feeling today I deeply miss
Remember the first time we made love
I do, my Angel sent from up above
Remember our first fight
I do, I cried in silence late at night
Remember when you told me to leave
I do, to this day my Heart grieves
Remember you said you Hated me
I do, along with degrading me
Remember you had to have another man
I do, it crushed my Heart
Remember we tried and got back together
I do, but the thoughts and pictures are in me forever
Remember when I begged in Sorrow
I do, you turned your back
Remember when you packed my things
I do, still wonder what you did with the rings
Remember when I left that one last time
I do, Not a tear fell and you were Happy.
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In Time
 
In time
We fell in love
In time
In time
We became as one
In time
In time
We created life
In time
In time
We had a family
In time
In time
We needed each other
In time
In time
We grew apart
In time
In time
We created blame
In time
In time
We started to Hate
In time
In time
We were no longer one
In time
In time
We expressed we were done
In time
In time
We might have Forgiveness
In time
In time
How much time
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Internet
 
Hey there, what is that gossip you took
Don’t mind me you, just got it from Facebook
Why do you hold that accusing face
Don’t mind me you, just got it from MySpace
Why when I pass you seem to jitter
Don’t mind me you, followed it on Twitter
Hey there, why the words that are frugal
Don’t mind me you, all I did was Google
Hey there, why all the state of notoriety
What technology has done to Society!
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Lift Me Up
 
Lift me up, take my worries
Embed a smile on my face
Give me strength and placidity
Lift my soul to Your higher place
I pray to You I pray
Fill my Heart with Peace and Love
Not one speck left with void
Fill my mind with thoughts of You
And memories enjoyed
I pray to You, I pray
Cleanse my body with drops of tears
Launder all hate and anger away
Then robe me with Your finest cloth
Send your armada of Angels my way
I pray to You, I pray
Leave no trace of any existence
No Happy nor ill repenting mourn
Just the memory of a struggling Man
For something He was Born
I pray to You, I pray
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Lose
 
As sure as the wind will blow
As sure as the sun will shine
My Heart is ridding all the pain
Stored in this Soul of mine
My faith is Ever hale
My mind no longer hindered
Love burning deep inside
I feel no longer injured
The Lord will always heal
Repent never losing sight
Keep Him close to you at all times
Suit to Him what’s Right
Happiness, Love and inner Joy
Shall conquer all Fears inside
Love like there’s no tomorrow
Pass over the need to hide
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Meet
 
By chance of chance two pebbles meet
Rolling through a river
Or the shuffle of one’s feet.
Auburn hair or is it brown
Sunlit highlights dancing around
Manicured brows sheltering your eyes
Today blue tomorrow green
A medium of hazel so it tries
Heartfelt touch soft smooth fingers
Lips of cherry a wanting lingers
A pair of chance one said by chance
As an orchard of many
Paired to dance
As the pebbles destined to meet?
Life’s current like that of the river
One shall see.
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Mending
 
Mending each day at a time
Less and less thoughts of you
Must tell myself and reiterate
There's nothing I can do
Move on.... I say,
Move on..
Get out and just stay busy
Get involved withe the community
Sitting at home is no good for you
The thoughts will come back you'll see
Move on.... I say,
Move on..
When I read the words you say to me
Trying to get under my skin
I keep my word impeccable
Do my best as not to sin
Move on.... I say,
Move on..
I once told you love
When I have nothing to say back
My caring about you and pain is gone
Just smoking down the tracks
Move on.... You'd say
Move on..
 
© Oscar Robles
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Move Forward
 
A truck carrying a million pounds
Yes that’s how I feel
Limping forward
All uphill
I must move forward
Dredging through miles of mud
Lifting each leg of one hundred pounds
Sweat pouring down my face
Torturous as it sounds
I must move forward
Each step I take
Knives stabbing through my Heart
Pain searing through my lungs
Oxygen depleted right from the start
I must move forward
Blood pumping
Pounding through my chest
Every thought of Her killing my Soul
I must move forward, so my Life may Rest
 
© Oscar Robles
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Movin'
 
George Jones said He Stopped loving Her today
Johnny Cash sang Come on Get Rhythm,
June Carter wrote Johnny Ring of Fire,
Merle Haggard did his best in prison.
 
The Rolling Stones are still Rockin
After 50 long years,
AC/DC still electrifies the house,
While drinking some ice cold beers.
 
Elvis has been gone a long long time,
And the Great Jimi Hendrix too.
The Beatles rocked from across the sea,
Kurt Cobain took his life all from feeling blue.
 
John Candy made us die of laughter,
Chris Farley was there at the top.
Richard Pryor would say some crazy things
That would make our Blessed Pope drop.
 
For those that lasted and those that did not,
They all did something special for us
Their lives and passion we bought.
 
Keep their memories in mind,
For whatever you are doing,
Whatever it is these Great people did,
It will always keep us Moving.
 
© Oscar Robles
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My B, That It May?
 
B, that it may
What happened to us my love?
Why did we fail?
Why did it end this way?
B, that it may
Was it the words we said?
Was it our pasts?
That got in the way
B, that it may
Will you be complete without me?
Will you really find love again?
Are you really wanting that day?
B, that it may
We had so much fun together
I used to adore you so much
We knew each other in every way
B, that it may
I wonder if you think of me
Remember what we had
At all anytime throughout the day
B, that it may
Do your ears ever ring
When I'm thinking of you?
As if to hear of what I say
B, that it may
Is this time apart going to help us?
Or will it tear us more apart?
Making our hearts like molded clay
B, that it may
At one time we were meant to be
We wouldn't have met like we did
Love at first sight is true they say
B, that it may
Will your pain and all your anger
Feed what you seek and hope you'll find
Or see I could be good for you someday?
My B, that it may?
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My Desert
 
A warm wind blowing lightly kicking up dust
Leaves of a mesquite tree swaying with rhythm
Stale water from a recent rain
Masked with a gleaming sun’s prism
An ocotillo dancing with lizards underneath
A mesa in the sunset with a towering shadow
Cacti in formation like that of a soldier
Awaiting a Moon as if protecting the glow
A river dissecting from bank to bank
A dry wash starving for a drink
A cottontail hiding from a hawk up above
Camouflaged in silence not even a blink
A starry night or one that’s pitch black
A rattler out looking for heat
While at it searching for a meal
A desert rat my what a treat
What a Beautiful place this desert I’m in
Monsoon rains what a wonderful scent
There’s no place like home unpredictable place
A love for life in this haven I’ve spent
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My Little Stinker Boy
 
I had to spank my son last night
now my heart hurts inside
his tantrums so loud
but a daddy so proudof his son
what a beautiful sight
a sweet little boy
with a temper so high
a bright little smile
and loving brown eyes
is it a phase
from his age
a boy growing up
is it my fault
from my insides
a spank no more
a cry no less
daddy’s feeling guilty
i must  confess
my little stinker boy
i love him so
lord keep him safe
and let him grow
a scream some more
a cry no less
never again
for i am blessed
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My Love Lost
 
I lost my Love today,
The pain is unbearable.
I was told I was terrible,
So now she’s moving on.
I’m lost in this world,
Like a shipwrecked soul.
On an isle in the sea,
I beg and pray,
For another miracle.
But I don’t believe that’s going to be.
Her mind is set, to my regret,
She’ll find a Man that’s better.
I’m sure she can but I pray and pray,
That my Lord above won’t let her.
It may sound selfish, for one to make that wish,
But my Mind and Soul are dying,
My Heart can’t function like this.
So I sit alone every day and night,
Trying to think of things to do,
No matter what I do, or see or hear,
My Heart still belongs to You.
There no other pain,
Than being put aside
From someone you Love so True,
So I just sit and wait and wait,
What else am I to do!
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My Valentine
 
Four years we’ve been together
With laughter and some tears
Some candle lit romantic dinners
Some out just drinking beer
Days of arguing over little things
Some laughing all night long
With you forever in my life
I know I can’t go wrong
You’re sexy and you’re beautiful
Goofy and very smart
But the thing that has a hold of me
Is the fire in your Heart
Sing to me “I’m used to you”
Don’t take it the wrong way
I’m goofy too
Goofy things I just might say
So let’s multiply the years
Say, bout a hundred or so
Watch our children and great grandchildren
And great, great grandchildren grow
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Natures' Song
 
A torrid raindrop sliding down a petal
Burning along the way
Is it a tear of joy or sorrow
Hydration as it may
Or a tear it is
Grieving the summer heat
The monsoons are here
Blissfulness that can’t be beat
Auspicious light shows
Streak across the sky
Hints of more relief to come
Hearing dehydrated washes outcries
Vociferous music from Mother Natures’ songs
Deafening all down below
Oh what dankness this time brings
But I Love how Mother Nature Sings.
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No Idea
 
I awake in the morning
I think of you
Not a second goes by
That I don’t, but I do
You have No idea
Although you say you do
The emptiness and pain
That I am going through
You tell me I still care
And hint that you don’t
But you want forgiveness
And that I won’t
Is forgiveness Love
I’ve been told it is
Paul said it to the Disciples
The very word of His
So I die inside every moment
Of every Day
Because am I not
Supposed to feel this way
You have No idea
Although you’re moving on
The thoughts in my head
I wish I was wrong
Why’s it so easy for you
To even think of
Or find another
Is your Heart that resentful
To just be with any other
You have No idea
Of The Love I had for you
So go your own ways
And have your little fun
Someday you’ll regret
That maybe I was just that One
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Notebook
 
I sit here writing with tears in my eyes
Reflecting on words we have said
Watching 'The Notebook', a movie she loved
With thoughts of her in my head
She once asked if there was such a Love
Like Ellie's and Noah's portrayed
I've always thought there was at one time
Times I long that could be replayed
They loved and they argued, argued and loved
Told each other things on their mind
Never giving up, they lost and they found
A love long lasted and unkind
He wrote her letters, like the ones I do
To remind her of what they once had
Not perfection or money or what others might want
But a love through good times and bad
She finally made a choice after finding one better
Whom she thought would give her those things
A choice even after she gave him her love
Offered a life and big rings
But her heart led her elsewhere
To where it belonged
The man who's heart she once took
So she asked is there really a love like that
We could've written our own 'Notebook'
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Nothing
 
Like an empty glass inside there’s a void
Dead space that can’t be filled
Like time without a future
Dreams that are not real
Thoughts going unannounced
Words spoken but never heard
Wishes made from time to time
The emptiness of one’s word
A sense of touch that goes unnoticed
A longing to feel just one
The burning of your Heart
Sitting long beneath the sun
That’s what I feel when I think of you
Emptiness a cavity of lost hope
Feeling too far gone
All reaching out for the last strand of a rope
There’s nothing there, not one thing
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On This Day
 
On this day
A beautiful life was created
Blue eyes blonde hair
I more than happily dated
On this day
I think of her
Celebrating this life
Without me there
On this day
So special as it is
I wonder who’s on her mind
But it’s none of my biz
On this day
I’m thinking of her
But the tears just make it a blur
On this day
Is it me she’s thinking of
I doubt it I lost her love
On this day
Is there someone else
That’s taken my place
In this short time
Is it a race
On this day
Does it really even matter
She doesn’t really care
I’m a memory and I once had her
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One Day
 
I was picking up the house one day,
Trying to keep my mind off of things
When I came across a beautiful note,
From when you loved me and once wrote
 
It hit my heart like a semi truck
It burnt a hole like a raging fire
It sent a memory to my brain
When you once had that desire
Now we're torn apart and it hurts like hell
But only me that I can tell.....
 
I came across two Bobbie pins
That you once wore in your hair,
The scent of Passion Flower filled my nose
As if you were standing with me right there,
How I miss the times of your pretty smile,
Leaving my memory like a million miles
 
It hit my heart like a semi truck
It burnt a hole like a raging fire
It sent a memory to my brain
When you once had that desire
Now we're torn apart and it hurts like hell
But only me that I can tell.....
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Passed Frogs
 
Quiet and Subtle
Loving and Kind
Skills so Deadly
That will blow your Mind
A Gate kind of Cocky
Arrogant to some it may seem
Very well deserved
When accepted to the Teams
Brothers Forever
Long after Death
Not ever thinking of Himself
Up to His last Breath
A Family Man at Heart
A Daddy to some
A Husband so Loving
Until that time comes
Play together
Fight together
Ethos so strong
Downrange to the night
That’s where we belong
Proudly wearing
That Gold on our Chest
Called upon the unknown
They require the Best
Fallen Brothers
Tears we have Cried
Lowering the Caskets
Of those who have Died
Now Angels above
We tip our Beers
Theirs full sitting beside us
As we hold back our Tears
 
Dedicated to The Frogs that have Passed
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Reversed Time
 
If only to reach through time
Punch a hole in the sky
Reverse the flow of rivers
The crest of a wave passing by
The sun set in the east
Arising in the west
Remembering the day we met
Time traveling backwards best
Sight at first love
A kiss before hello
Making love before a date
Heartbreak before we know
Months coming after
But before untimely years
Where shall we put the shiny drops?
That came from Us not We’res’
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Ropin
 
Remembering the times with my old friends
Traveling and roping just having a blast
No care in the world no rules to follow
Just making times to forever last
Traveling near to traveling far
Returning no earlier than dead of night
Creating havoc chasing buckle bunnies
To stopping at bars ending in bar fights
Oh the times of our wonderful youth
Creating new friends in every place
Chasing down those pesky steers
A five second run a two man race
The feel of a rope the feel of the reigns
The wind in your hair downing your hat
My Heart still yearns for this wonderful thing
For in the arena is where my Hearts at
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See You Again
 
I'm going to see you again
And it's going to hurt like hell…
Why must a man of my age,
Go through these heartbreaks still…
But I've got some good friends
That help me through the day…
Making me laugh and having my back
So my Heart can only focus one way…
When your eyes meet mine
Will we be disinclined
To see love passing by
When time passes throughout the year
And remembrance lingers through the air
Will you ever have believed
That I sincerely really cared
But time lost will take its toll
Your heart will be far from gone
But closely behind on a tiny little string
My heart tumbles closely along
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Sons And Daughters
 
My true true blessings
Fill my heart with joy
Coloring me with make up
Playing with your action toy
Sassy as can be
Hard headed as they come
Sweet personalities
That can’t come undone
Moody to funny
Bitchy to sad
Your presence alone
Would make any Dad glad
You hold me together
Like glue on a stick
My Heart slowly parting
Just pour it on thick
From my white one
To my darkest
You know what I mean
You all hold my heart
A Love unforeseen
Watching you grow
To where you are now
Definitely all different
How I’m still sane
I don’t know how
But do know this
My Love for you cannot be explained
It’s greater than any power
That could be ordained
Whereve I am
Whatever I do
My heart and reason for existence
Is all because of You
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Take Me
 
I am Me I tell you Thee
No hidden mask
No faking like on TV
No bulging muscle
No six pack Abs
Yet agile and athletic
No love handles to grab
Not over 5’10
No muscular thick thighs
But a Great mind and soul
And easy on the Eyes
Loving and caring
Yet stern and moody
Will make you laugh so hard
You may seem fruity
Take me as I am
Or let me go
Go find another
That you can throw
I am me I tell you Thee
So take me as I am
With flaws and scars
Take me as I am
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Tequila, What A Friend!
 
Dancing to music you can’t hear
Singing lyrics you don’t know
World spinning round and round
You’re just a one person show
But drink another shot
Is that all you’ve got
Oh your friend Tequila’s in town
Get off the floor and sit right down
Go ahead and miss your chair
Spill one’s beer and maybe another
Until morning comes you won’t care
Is that all you’ve got
Oh your friend Tequila’s in town
Fall out the door
Roll around on the ground
Spill your guts in your friend’s car
Wake up feel your head pound
Who’d you go home with you try to remember
The hunk in the corner or maybe the bartender
Was that all you got
Oh your friend Tequila just left town
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That Name
 
Hey you, Little man in that little frame
Fearless and tough
Where’d you get that name?
Hazel eyes that shine
So Thankful that you’re mine
Fast and curious of everything
Smart and thoughtful
Where’d you get that name?
Your little voice
Your graceful manner
Your loving heart
Where’d you get that name?
A Heavenly Blessing
Yes you are
A joy to so many lives
Where’d you get that name?
Athletic and so agile
A daredevil while on his bike
A Blessed name, young Isaac
But we’ll call you Ike
Where’d you get that name?
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To Where, I Go
 
Tomorrow I fly away to get back home
Although right now a place unknown
My mind is blank and my feelings dead
A coffin with you and me
Flowing down a river of red
A place of solace is what I need
To remove the memories of you and me
A stroll through the mountains
Amongst the valleys and pines
Pen and paper in hand
New thoughts in mind
Live off the land
For God's treat
Catch a little fish
So that I may eat
Walk for miles up and down
Devouring Mother Nature's land
Try not to think of you
When I once had your hand
Feeling sometimes not to return
To stay away from it all
There's somewhere a plan for me
Which one day resolves it all
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Unbearable Time
 
A dream inside of a dream
A random thought that it may seem
An image appeared in the back of your mind
A face you know but cannot find
A feeling inside that you can’t feel
A pain in your Heart you not want real
Ever so long a memory
As short as the time it came to thee
A smile you see but cannot place
But remember it well upon your face
A stare you feel upon your look
Covering you from book to book
The sound you heard that of a voice
The distant between from thou choice
The thought of ending once a life
Return the real that ends the strife
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Undertaker
 
The sound of silence covering all around
Not an insect’s voice to be heard
Hunting and hunted moving with signs
Stealthy as ever express with no words
Tools upon you for deadly a trade
Mates within view trust unsurpassed
Lurking and waiting enemies abound
Still the moment upon to kick ass
Repent the moment of time to slay
Not one upon the time will do
Terror around seeking the same
Death upon him not me but you
Bless the souls out there in the night
For the lives awaiting to meet their maker
Turn and run if life it is you wish
My God My Country My Brothers
Out here I am the Undertaker
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Untitled
 
One gets lost in whatever it is
Love, life, work and play
Children, friends and mostly drama
A falling life just another day
Grievances and gossip
Political views
A world slowly diminishing
Hear it all in the news
So and so is with so and so
Did you hear about whomever?
She saw him and he saw her
Nothing better to do how clever
My kid did this
Their kid did that
Did you hear about Mrs. what’s her name?
I ought to beat you with a bat
Yup, everyday life it never changes
Chasing dreams or whatever it is
I did this and I did that
Doesn’t matter, mind your own Biz
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Vengeance
 
My friend you have crossed a boundary
That is unforgiveable
I will not say my heart goes out to you
For what I feel inside
I cannot hide
My heart has no language
To be dealt with in words
Our paths have crossed
But my heart was deflecting for hers
To your favor
The next crossing
Shall not be as the last
My pain shall be released
With such a vengeance
So very very fast
A vengeance so violent
Very few have seen
Whatever the outcome
You shall feel just what I mean
You ruined two lives
In just a very short time
Out of selfishness and lust
Destruction you left behind
Whatever the outcome
You shall feel my pain
So when selfishness and lust cross your mind
You will think of me again
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Washed Away
 
I washed away my Sins today
Through a Man that you entrust
All resentments, anger, hate and fear
Throughout the years of my unjust
As I felt Your arms around me
Laying down an ocean of tears
My Heart My Soul reaching out to you
Knowing Lord that you were near
Years and years of emptiness
Built up tangled knots inside
Released with words of Faith and Wisdom
I'm Free no longer the need to hide
For on this day and this day forward
Seek a life of Compassion, Joy and Love
My Sins have been lifted and Forgiven
By You my Lord always up above.
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Weave
 
All it takes is a little needle and thread
Weave it through the pores
Back and forth and back and forth
When I’m done, need I do yours?
No anesthetic needed
There’s no more pain to feel
Weave it through the pores
And someday it will heal
There is no doctor needed
No prognosis to be made
Just sit down and slowly breathe
And lie down in the shade
Weave it through the pores
No need for 911
Or even an emergency room
Time is the only cure
And at the end again will bloom
Weave it through the pores
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Why Are You
 
Why are you the way you are
You want respect
But you can’t even give it to yourself
You think that no one knows
You make yourself a commodity
Like an item upon a shelf
You take your actions
By the anger and hurt inside
Not thinking of the future
Talk you cannot hide
You upset the people around you
But you don’t seem to care
As long as you are getting what you want
It’s like no one else is there
You wonder why you’re thought of
The way you’re put out to be
Respect yourself and make decisions
Actions so dangerously
Sadness goes out to you
To see how you’ve become
Sad that I still love you
One so openly hussy
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You
 
Your eyes would touch me
Deep down inside
Yes I think of that
Each time I cried
Your touch would make my heart skip a beat
Electrifying from my head to my feet
Your scent would tickle my nose
My mouth would water to kiss your cute toes
Your skin so soft
Like that of a baby
Will I ever have this again
I don’t think maybe
The times we shared
The sweet life we created
All the bad times
That cannot be abated
Is it time gone to waste
Is it time to be forgiven
Do you ever think
Without us
Life is not worth living
You were one
And I do say the one
But its past and more past
That can’t be undone
You’ll fade away
Memory gone in time
Will you feel the same
Never again being mine
Will the heart heal
Time and God will tell
But until then my Love
Do I wish you well?
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Your Wrath
 
Pain is tolerable and you do it so well
Slowly digging deeper and deeper
it churns like a volcano
about ready to erupt
the hot molten lava
spilling like blood
the center of my soul
exploding.
The blood turns to tears
Riding down the sides
Like a tsunami taking all In its path
My heart consuming all the wrath
Your force so strong
You have no mercy
Your calm before the storm
Can bring a smile
But you can change
And cause destruction
For a long long mile
When you’re calm are you most deadly
Shall we fear whatever comes next
I have no more blood nor lava to spill
No tears to shed on down
But you go away with destruction behind
With that peaceful little frown
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